Here are your personal
climate training tips!
Climate training will shape you up for the future!
FOOD
Eat more vegetables
□□ Easy training: Replace meat with veg
in otherwise familiar dishes / Have 1-2
meat-free days a week.
□□ Advanced training: Try one new vegetarian dish every week / Have 3-6 meatfree days a week.
□□ Challenge: Go vegetarian or vegan, just
for a week or a month at first.

Filling up
□□ Easy training: Try to replace rice with
potatoes or pasta, for instance, once a
week.
□□ Advanced training: Try to fill up on potatoes, other root vegetables or seasonal
vegetables.
□□ Challenge: Avoid rice altogether.

Leftover food
□□ Easy training: Try to make tasty new
dishes using any leftover food.
□□ Advanced training: For a week keep a
record of what you throw away as organic waste.
□□ Challenge: Weigh your food waste on a
weekly basis for a month, and try to find
ways to get the weight down.

ENERGY
Showering
□□ Easy training: Check how many minutes
you stay in the shower.
□□ Advanced training: Calculate how much
water you use each time you shower (the
average flow rate of a shower is 12 litres/
minute).
□□ Challenge: Set yourself targets to reduce the time you spend in the shower.

Heating

For car-users

□□ Easy training: Air your room quickly by
creating a through-draught, by opening
windows in different parts of the house.
Turn the radiator off while the window is
open.

□□ Easy training: Check out instructions for
energy-saving ecodriving methods, and
try to follow them.

□□ Advanced training: Lower the heating
settings in your home by one degree. This
can reduce the consumption of heat energy by as much as 5%.
□□ Challenge: Lower the heating settings
in your home by two degrees (or more).
This can reduce the consumption of heat
energy by as much as 10%.

Save electricity
□□ Easy training: Find out which energy
sources are used by your electricity supplier.
□□ Advanced training: Compare offers
from different electricity suppliers and
switch to one who generates electricity
using renewable energy sources.
□□ Challenge: Set up a solar energy system
on your roof.

TRAVEL
Everyday journeys
□□ Easy training: Walk or go by bike whenever possible.
□□ Easy training: Use public transport if
you cannot walk or cycle where you want
to go.
□□ Advanced training: Visit a bike shop and
check out electric bikes, folding bikes
and cargo bikes.

□□ Advanced training: Try and go a week
or a month without using your car.
□□ Challenge: Sell your car and try out various car-sharing and rental schemes.

Holiday travel
□□ Easy training: Try to fly less often, prefer direct flights, and stay longer on holiday rather than making short long-distance trips.
□□ Advanced training: For your holidays
visit some attractive location in Finland
or nearby, instead of travelling to a faraway destination by plane.
□□ Challenge: Find out whether you can
get to your desired destination by train
instead of flying.

SHOPPING
Clothes
□□ Easy training: Check out flea markets
and recycling centres near your home,
and see if you can find second-hand alternatives instead of new clothes.
□□ Advanced training: Work on an old item
of clothing to give it a new life. Check
washing instructions carefully, and don’t
wash clothes too often.
□□ Challenge: Try the “333” challenge, and
choose just 33 items of clothing from
your entire wardrobe to use exclusively
for a whole month.

What Climate Street?
In “Climate Streets” experts work with residents, companies, and
property owners to find and test ways to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions together.
Climate Streets aim to pioneer solutions for future low-carbon
cities. Two streets – one in Helsinki and one in neighbouring Vantaa – have been selected as testbeds for climate friendly solutions.
The streets were chosen because of their central location and upcoming street renovations.
Participating in Climate Street activities has been enjoyable and
informative right from the start. One of the first goals was to get
target groups to feel ownership over the project, to facilitate grassroots action. The needs and desires of residents and local businesses were carefully assessed before solutions were proposed. This
strategy was successful, and the consequent climate actions have
been embraced by local stakeholders.
We are currently working on a Climate Street Toolkit that could
be used by any organisation or municipality wishing to create their
own Climate Street or adopt some of the ideas piloted in Helsinki
and Vantaa. The toolkit contains easy “How to do it” cards designed to facilitate project marketing, as well as templates for invitation letters, logos, banners and everything else you might need
to get started. All this information will be uploaded to the Climate
Street project’s webpage www.ilmastokatu.fi by the end of June
2017.
The Climate Street project was realised by the environment centres of the cities of Vantaa and Helsinki together with the Green
Building Council, HSY Climate Info and Aalto University. The
project has been funded by the European Regional Development
Fund, and forms part of Finland’s Six City Strategy.
Please contact us if you would like to learn more about the project, or receive the Climate Street Toolkit as soon as it is available.

Contact:
Viliina Evokari, City Of Helsinki
viliina.evokari@hel.fi
+358 9 310 320 91
www.ilmastokatu.fi

